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Structured Approach to Identifying New Opportunities
Insights:
Innovation

Making good decisions when selecting new white space or adjacent opportunities is
one of the more critical decisions a business can make. From a myriad of choices, the
right segments are defined by size and growth of the opportunity, fit with
competencies, competitive intensity, strategic objectives, and other factors. Before
these factors can be considered, however, a clear picture of the market space and
segmentation is essential. BIC takes the approach that segments can be identified and
categorized along two dimensions; Need and Delivery.
Needs vs Delivery Segmentation

…segments can be
identified and
categorized along two
dimensions; Need and
Delivery.

Though the precise definition can vary, Needs and Delivery successfully define two axes
of a segmentation approach that has proven valuable across different industries. The
elements of the Need axis can range from clinical language (in the case of healthcare),
to consumer language (in many cases of personal care or other consumer products).
The Delivery axis can also range from clinical setting (for healthcare), to market
channels (for consumer products). The approach is best explained though examples.
Example 1: Healthcare Segmentation
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Early Detection &
Intervention
Diagnosis
Treatment
Support and
Rehabilitation
Palliative Care

The Intersection of Needs
and Delivery Defines
Potential Opportunity Zones
Wound Care
Surgical Instruments
Radiology
Nutrition
Musculoskeletal
----Interventional Radiology
Immunology / Allergy
Infectious Disease
Drug Delivery
Dermatology
Dental / Oral
CNS / Neurology
Cardiovascular

Example 2: Food and
Beverage

Health, Wellness,
& Prevention

Delivery

In the case of healthcare, the
Needs axis is grouped along
the four principle dimensions
of Physical & Biological,
Behavioral, Social, and
Spiritual to be as
comprehensive as possible.
In the Delivery axis, the
categories range along a
Continuum of Care, from
Health/c Care.

Physical & Biological

Behavioral Social Spiritual

Needs

In the case of the Food and Beverage, a possible Need axis describes consumer states
related to functional beverages to address specific concerns of a cohort group, or
proven ingredient that provide health benefits. The delivery axis describes product
vehicles to deliver the benefit.
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Delivery

Non-Carbonated Beverages, Other Water

Juice
Juice Drinks
Sports Drinks
Enhanced Water
Energy
RTD Tea and Coffee
RTD Coffee
VAD Value Added
Protein
Bottled Water
Jug/Bulk Water

Carbonated
Soft Drinks

Regular
Zero Cal
Caffeine Free
Waters

Primary Care

Diabetes

Arthritis

Heart
Disease

Hypertension

Obesity

Fiber

Natural
Sweetener

Proteins

Vitamins

Anti Oxidants

Health & Wellness:
Additives

Health & Wellness: Chronic
Conditions
Needs

Next Steps
Once the segmentation space has been defined, the company’s current product or
business segments can be overlayed to create a view of adjacent and white spaces.
Candidate segments, adjacent on either axis, can be identified for further analysis. In a
future paper, BIC will present an approach to develop criteria for effective segment
evaluation and selection.
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“Our worst nightmare is to be caught by surprise by a competitor and running to catch
up. BIC provided us with a more accurate picture of the outside world …something we
are not resourced to do.” Global Director, Advanced Technology, Colgate-Palmolive
“BIC's process is intuitive and very thorough, allowing for those in charge of innovation
functions to know that no stone has been left unturned” Worldwide Director of Long Term
Innovation, Colgate-Palmolive
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